THE SWORD IN EARLY MEDIEVAL NORTHERN EUROPE
Experience, Identity, Representation
SUE BRUNNING
Swords have been objects of fascination for millennia. Looking beyond modern value judgements, this study contextualises Anglo-Saxon swords within their own milieu by focusing on contemporary perceptions, exploring how those who owned, used and encountered these artefacts actually thought about them. The investigation covers the entire Anglo-Saxon period and has two strands: the ‘presentation’ of swords in early medieval art, archaeology and texts; and the attitude of warriors towards swords.
£60/$99(s), July 2019
978 1 78327 406 2
40 b/w illus.; 256pp, 24 x 17, HB
Anglo-Saxon Studies

EXPLORATIONS IN BALTIC MEDICAL HISTORY, 1850-2015
Edited by NILS HANSSON & JONATHAN WISTRAND
How has the circulation of knowledge in the Baltic Sea region influenced medicine as a discipline, and illness as an experience? The anthology sheds new light on how medical ideas and devices were developed in a multitude of different contexts and what aspects facilitated the transfer of knowledge.
£65/£85(c), April 2019
978 1 58046 940 1
10 b/w illus.; 312pp, 9 x 6 in, HB
Rochester Studies in Medical History

NEW MEDIEVAL LITERATURES 19
Edited by PHILIP KNOX, KELLIE ROBERTSON, WENDY SCASE & LAURA ASHE
The annual New Medieval Literatures engages with intellectual and cultural pluralism in the Middle Ages and now. Alongside essays ranging across Britain and Europe is an examination of Old Norse sagas in an ecclesiical and postcolonial framework and a look at Old Norse works that reveal the traces of encounters with a racial other.
£60/£99(c), April 2019
978 1 84384 526 3
280pp, 21.6 x 13.8, HB
New Medieval Literatures

SEASONS IN THE LITERATURES OF THE MEDIEVAL NORTH
PAUL S. LANGESLAG
This book analyses the narrative and psychological functions of seasonal settings in the literatures of medieval England and Iceland from the eighth to the fourteenth century. Dealing with both the material realities and the figurative functions of the seasonal cycle, Langeslag informs his literary investigations with relevant concerns from economic history, patristic doctrine and decision theory.
A well-written, insightful, and resourceful book, which has much to offer scholars and students. REVIEW OF ENGLISH STUDIES
Paperback: £19.99/$25.95, March 2019, 978 1 84384 525 6
Hardback: 160/£99, 2015, 978 1 84384 425 9
264pp, 23.4 x 15.6

REPRESENTING BEASTS IN EARLY MEDIEVAL ENGLAND AND SCANDINAVIA
Edited by MICHAEL D.J. BINTLEY & THOMAS J. T. WILLIAMS
Drawing on the evidence of material culture, art, language, literature, place-names and landscapes, this collection considers the multi-faceted nature of the relationship between people and beasts. Essays reveal a world where the boundaries between humans, animals, monsters and objects were blurred and often permeable, and where to represent the bestial could be to hold a mirror to the self.
An excellent volume. TIME & MIND
Paperback: £19.99/$25.95, February 2019, 978 1 78327 369 0
Hardback: 160/£99, 2015, 978 1 78327 008 8
38 b/w illus.; 312pp, 23.4 x 15.6

BROTHERS AND SISTERS IN MEDIEVAL EUROPEAN LITERATURE
CAROLYNE LARRINGTON
This book examines depictions of sibling relationships across medieval European literature, principally in the vernacular languages of Iceland, France, England and Germany. Larrington considers such matters as fraternal/sisterly loyalty (or not), sibling rivalry, incest, the effect on the relationship of marriage, and relations between quasi-siblings or sworn-brothers, across a broad range of texts.
Paperback: £19.99/$25.95, January 2019, 978 1 90315 385 7
Hardback: 160/£99, 2015, 978 1 90315 362 8
288pp, 23.4 x 15.6
DAMNATION AND SALVATION IN OLD NORSE LITERATURE
HAKI ANTONSSON
The hope of salvation and the fear of damnation is widely reflected in Old Norse literature yet seldom studied. Antonsson addresses this lacuna through a consideration of the Sagas of Icelanders, Kings’ sagas, Contemporary Sagas, Legendary sagas and poems of Christian instruction.

£60/$99(s), July 2018, 978 1 84384 507 2, 272pp, 23.4 x 15.6, HB
Studies in Old Norse Literature

THE PARISH AND THE CHAPEL IN MEDIEVAL BRITAIN AND NORWAY
SARAH E. THOMAS
This interdisciplinary study of chapels provides a more complex and fuller picture of engagement with the Church and Christianity in the Middle Ages.

£60/$99(s), June 2018, 978 1 78327 314 0, 20 b/w illus.; 233pp, 23.4 x 15.6, HB
St Andrews Studies in Scottish History

WILLIAM MORRIS AND THE ICELANDIC SAGAS
IAN FELCE
An examination of how greatly the sagas and poems of Iceland shaped the poems of William Morris, with particular emphasis on how he conceived his unique idea of heroism through engaging with Icelandic literature.

£60/$99(s), May 2018, 978 1 84384 501 0, 214pp, 21.6 x 13.8, HB
Medievalism

FACING OTHERNESS IN EARLY MODERN SWEDEN
Travel, Migration and Material Transformations, 1500-1800
Edited by MAGDALENA NAUM & FREDRIK EKEGREN
A new view of Sweden’s relations with the world beyond its borders, from the sixteenth to the eighteenth century. This book employs an interdisciplinary approach that shows how the kingdom responded to the increasing internationality of the era.

£40/$60(s), April 2018, 978 1 78327 294 5, 2 line illus.; 328pp, 23.4 x 15.6, PB
People, Markets, Goods: Economies and Societies in History

HEIRS OF THE VIKINGS
History and Identity in Normandy and England, c.950-c.1015
KATHERINE CROSS
The narratives discussing the origins of the Viking settlers in Normandy and England diverged significantly. This comparative study explores the depictions of Scandinavia and the events of the Viking Age in genealogies, origin myths, hagiographies, and charters from the two regions.

£60/$99(s), April 2018, 978 1 90315 379 6, 1 b/w illus.; 276pp, 23.4 x 15.6, HB

CAMERALISM IN PRACTICE
State Administration and Economy in Early Modern Europe
Edited by MARTEN SEPPLE & KEITH TRIBE
As the first book to acknowledge cameralism as a European rather than just a German historical phenomenon, it recognises its influence on the administrations of Denmark, Sweden, Russia and Portugal.

£25/$34.95, October 2017, 978 1 78327 228 0, 2 b/w illus.; 328pp, 23.4 x 15.6, PB
People, Markets, Goods: Economies and Societies in History

EARLY MEDIEVAL STONE MONUMENTS
Materiality, Biography, Landscape
Edited by HOWARD WILLIAMS, JOANNE KIRTON & MEGGEN GONDEK
This book investigates stone monuments from Britain, Ireland and Scandinavia by employing three new and interconnected approaches: materiality, biography and landscape to reveal how these stones shaped identity for Early Medieval communities.

£60/$99(s), September 2015, 978 1 78327 074 3, 1 b/w illus.; 276pp, 23.4 x 15.6, HB
People, Markets, Goods: Economies and Societies in History

LONDON’S NEWS PRESS AND THE THIRTY YEARS WAR
JAYNE E.E. BOYS
London’s News Press shows that seventeenth-century England was very much part of a European wide news community. It provides a new print history that looks across Europe and the interconnecting political and religious groups within international networks.

£25/$34.95, September 2014, 978 1 84383 934 7, 6 b/w illus.; 348pp, 23.4 x 15.6, PB
Studies in Early Modern Cultural, Political and Social History

MEDIEVAL OBSCENITIES
Edited by NICOLA MCDONALD
“Obscenity” is central to our understanding of medieval culture, and here it is examined in a multidisciplinary approach that discusses topics ranging from impotence in church courts to Norse taboos.

£25/$34.95, February 2014, 978 1 90315 350 5, 21 b/w illus.; 218pp, 23.4 x 15.6, PB

THE SCANDINAVIANS FROM THE VENDEL PERIOD TO THE TENTH CENTURY
An Ethnographic Perspective
Edited by JUDITH JESCH
This ethnographic study tracks the background and impact of urbanisation and Christianisation in Scandinavia and the development of royal power, which stimulated the transition from the Viking age to the medieval period.

£25/$34.95, July 2012, 978 1 84383 728 2, 2 line illus.; 384pp, 23.4 x 15.6, PB
Studies in Historical Archaeology

www.boydellandbrewer.com
MEDIEVAL TRANSLATIONS AND CULTURAL DISCOURSE
The Movement of Texts in England, France and Scandinavia
SIF RIKHARSDOTTIR
An examination of what the translation of medieval French texts into different European languages can reveal about the contrasts between cultures through using a number of critical discourses ranging from post-colonial criticism to translation theory.
A ground-breaking model for the future of translation studies.

PAPERBACK: £19.99/$24.95, April 2018, 978 1 84384 494 5
188pp, 23.4 x 15.6

HARDCOVER: £60/$89, 2012, 978 1 84384 289 7

LITERATURE & VERSE

THE SAINT AND THE SAGA HERO
Hagiography and Early Icelandic Literature
SIAN E. GRONLIE
A compelling argument that far from developing in a literary vacuum, saga literature interacts in lively, creative and critical ways with one of the central genres of the European middle ages. This book explores how saints’ lives contributed to the widening of medieval horizons which gave saga authors multiple perspectives.

PAPERBACK: £70/$120, November 2017
978 1 84384 481 5
1 colour illus.; 318pp, 23.4 x 15.6

WRITING EUROPE, 500-1450
Texts and Contexts
Edited by AIDAN CONTI, ORIETTA DA ROLD & PHILIP SHAW
A collection of papers focused on manuscript studies and textual criticism that explore these issues from a pan-European perspective.

PAPERBACK: £30/£39.95, October 2015
978 1 84384 415 0
23 b/w illus.; 216pp, 21.6 x 13.8

SOURCES FROM THE STORRIE CONGRESS
Edited by TORI CHAMBERS, PETER J. HENNESSY & CLAUS STORRIE
A unique collection of papers that represent the range of research discussed at the Storrie Congress in 2008.

PAPERBACK: £60/$99, August 2012
978 1 84384 312 2
968pp, 23.4 x 15.6

OTHER TITLES IN STUDIES IN OLD NORDIC LITERATURE

EMOTION IN OLD NORSE LITERATURE
Translations, Voices, Contexts
SIF RIKHARSDOTTIR
Drawing on Old Norse literary heritage, this book focuses on the ambivalent borders between prose and poetic language. Here, Rikhardsdottir argues that the deceptively laconic depiction of emotion in Icelandic literature reveals an “emotive script”, favouring reticence over expressivity.

PAPERBACK: £50/$90(s), October 2017
978 1 84384 470 9
223pp, 23.4 x 15.6

HARDCOVER: £60/$99(s), April 2011
978 1 84384 271 2
158pp, 21.6 x 13.8

OLD NORSE WOMEN’S POETRY
The Voices of Female Skalds
SANDRA BALLIF STRAUBHAAR
The quantity of Old Norse poetry that can be attributed to women skalds is often overlooked. This book presents a bilingual edition (Old Norse and English) of this material, which reflects the dramatic and often violent nature of the sagas and represents a broad cross section of authors from pre Christian Norway and Iceland to the Icelandic Skaldkonur of the 13th Century Sturlung age.

PAPERBACK: £60/$99(s), April 2011
978 1 84384 271 2
158pp, 21.6 x 13.8

HARDCOVER: £60/$99, April 2011
978 1 84384 271 2
158pp, 21.6 x 13.8

THE SAINT AND THE SAGA HERO
Hagiography and Early Icelandic Literature
SIAN E. GRONLIE
A compelling argument that far from developing in a literary vacuum, saga literature interacts in lively, creative and critical ways with one of the central genres of the European middle ages. This book explores how saints’ lives contributed to the widening of medieval horizons which gave saga authors multiple perspectives.

PAPERBACK: £70/$120, November 2017
978 1 84384 481 5
1 colour illus.; 318pp, 23.4 x 15.6
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978 1 84384 312 2
968pp, 23.4 x 15.6
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DELIAS AND NORWAY
ANDREW J. BOYLE

This is the first study of the influence of Norway and its artists on Frederick Delius, with Boyle including significant new material on his friendship with men like Edvard Grieg and his previously undocumented ties to Norwegian political figures.

£45/$80(s), June 2017
978 1 78327 199 3
25 b/w illus.; 344pp, 23.4 x 15.6, HB

BOYDELL PRESS

LUDVIG IRGENS-JENSEN
The Life and Music of a Norwegian Composer
ARVID O. VOLLNES
Translated by BERYL FOSTER

Ludvig Irgens-Jensen was one of the towering creative figures in Norway whose distinctive tonal music is covered here in the first English language discussion of his life and music. As well as Irgens-Jensen’s works, we get a broad picture of Norwegian musical life from the 1920s to his death in 1969.

This is a thorough and solid first biography and Vollnes is a passionate advocate of his subject. Beryl Foster’s translation . . . is clear and nuanced. GRAMOPHONE

£45/$80(s), March 2014
978 0 90768 973 7
400pp, 24 x 16, HB

TOCCATA PRESS

CARL NIELSEN AND THE IDEA OF MODERNISM
DANIEL M. GRIMLEY

A critical re-evaluation of the music of Carl Nielsen which examines its context and relationship to musical modernism - a term which, for Nielsen, was fraught with anxiety and yet provided a constant creative stimulus.

£50/$90, February 2011
978 1 84383 581 3
6 b/w illus.; 334pp, 23.4 x 15.6, HB

BOYDELL PRESS

MILITARY & MARITIME

EAST ANGLIA AND ITS NORTH SEA WORLD IN THE MIDDLE AGES
Edited by DAVID BATES & ROBERT LIDDIARD

The relations between medieval East Anglia and countries across the North Sea is examined here from a variety of perspectives.

The list of authors is a roll-call for senior British scholarship on medieval landscapes, history and archaeology . . . An excellent volume. MEDIEVAL ARCHAEOLOGY

Paperback: £19.99/$25.95, December 2015, 978 1 78327 036 1
Hardback: £60/$99, 2013, 978 1 84383 846 3
84 b/w illus.; 363pp, 24.4 x 17.2

BOYDELL PRESS

THE BRITISH NAVY IN THE BALTIC
JOHN D. GRAINGER

A comprehensive overview of the British Navy’s activities in the Baltic Sea, tracing developments from Anglo Saxon times, medieval disputes with the Hanseatic League to the Napoleonic Wars and beyond. Throughout, naval action is always related to trade, politics and geographical factors.

[A]n excellent introduction to the study of the Royal Navy. NORTHERN MARINER

£65/$115(s), November 2014, 978 1 84383 947 7
3 b/w illus.; 304pp, 23.4 x 15.6, HB

BOYDELL PRESS

SWORDS OF THE VIKING AGE
IAN PEIRCE

Representative examples of swords from the 8th-11th century are fully described and illustrated, giving an insight into the broad diversity of surviving sword types. The book includes a discussion of blade types and construction, pattern welding and inscriptions as a preface to the catalogue of examples.

£25/$34.95, September 2005, 978 1 84383 089 4
12 colour & 136 b/w illus.; 176pp, 27.9 x 21.6, PB
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